
CHALLENGE

Kars4Kids is a registered nonprofit organization that has raised more 
than $100 million for its charity programs through car donations. Donors 
need an easy way to connect both before and after the donation to ask 
questions about titles and insurance, schedule pickups, request receipts 
and more, and they expect answers within minutes, not days. To maintain 
the organization’s high referral rate and to increase conversions, Kars4Kids 
must make the donation process as quick and easy as possible. 

SOLUTION

Kars4Kids chose BoldChat when first implementing live chat in 2006. 
Their team of 60+ agents, mostly based in New Jersey with a few located 
in Canada and Israel, are able to work as a unified team on one easy-to-
use platform to make the donation process smooth and hassle-free. Most 
donors typically have multiple conversations as they progress through 
the donation cycle. BoldChat improves this process by enabling agents 
to quickly and easily view previous conversations – avoiding the need 
to ask repetitive questions. They also use canned messages to quickly 
facilitate frequently asked questions, optimize those messages for better 
performance, and confidently multitask to boost productivity. BoldChat has 
continued to perform so well for Kars4Kids, they’ve never questioned its 
value or looked for a replacement.

RESULTS

With BoldChat, Kars4Kids has experienced significant benefits, including:

• A 10% increase in donation conversions

• High donor satisfaction, which results in a sustained referral rate, with  
1 in 4 donors referred by their friends or donating a second time

• Increased agent productivity through multitasking capabilities

• Fast training times and high agent satisfaction

• Optimization of canned messages with the ability to see which ones 
work best for conversions

• Seamless conversations over multiple chats with on-screen donor 
information and chat history

Customer Success Story

Kars4Kids

Kars4Kids drives donation 
conversions with BoldChat.

BoldChat has been helpful, time-saving, 
reliable and consistent. It’s a quick and 
easy way for donors to connect with 
us to get answers on the spot and has 
helped us increase donor conversions 
by 10%.” 

—WENDY KIRWAN, Director of Public Relations
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